Below please find two options for back-to-school testing. Please read each set of instructions carefully and follow the directions for the option you choose closely, in order to minimize issues that may occur in accessing the test and receiving timely results.

**Option One—Select Your Own Testing Location:**

The attached test requisition form will allow you to be tested at any testing location convenient to you (CVS, Rite Aid, an urgent care, your primary care physician’s office). As test results may take over a week, please plan accordingly. If you are unsure of the location of COVID-19 testing centers in your area, please follow this link to search:  [COVID Testing Sites](#)

**Option Two—Order a Test through LabCorp:**

This process will allow you to request a testing kit be sent to your home. You will self-administer the test based on the directions provided and return the kit by mail to the lab. This is an excellent choice if you have limited testing sites in your area or would prefer to remain quarantined while undergoing the testing process.

1. Go to [https://www.pixel.labcorp.com/](https://www.pixel.labcorp.com/)
2. On the main page, one of the slides reads: "COVID-19 At-Home Kits." Click on "LEARN MORE."
3. The next page reads "Access COVID-19 Testing at Home." Click on "VIEW KIT."
4. On the page that says "COVID-19 Test (At-Home Kit)," click on "GET STARTED."
5. The next page will begin the survey.

**PLEASE PAY ATTENTION TO THE NEXT SECTION CAREFULLY AS IT WILL DETERMINE WHETHER OR NOT YOU ARE APPROVED FOR THE KIT!**

The survey has THREE questions:

a. Question #1 asks about symptoms. Answer as appropriate for your current functioning.

b. Question #2 asks about exposure. Please click on “Congregate Setting,” as you will be living and/or working in a place where people reside, work, or live communally.

c. Question #3 asks about risk. Answer as appropriate for your risk level.

6. If you have followed the directions currently, the next page should tell you that you are eligible for the testing and asks for a payment option. You may choose to pay for the kit yourself ($119) or enter in your insurance information to pay for the kit. We recommend you use your insurance, as LabCorp has indicated that it should be fully covered.

7. Enter in your information carefully so there are no issues in receiving the kit and having it processed by insurance.

8. You should receive the kit within 1-2 days in the mail. There are detailed instructions for self-swabbing (nasal swab) and how to return the kit.

9. Results will be sent to you online. Turnaround time may be as long as a week or more, so please plan accordingly.

Thank you again for your cooperation. As the testing situation is constantly changing at a national level, we recognize that there may be some difficulties in this process. Please be patient in waiting for test results, as the wait time may be longer than expected in some areas.